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Chapter 410 

The others also had somewhat skeptical expressions on their faces. Killing zombies at the age of 16? 

Even novels would not include such exaggerated claims. 

“Drink the stew quickly. This is 50-year-old ginseng. It nourishes the body, replenishes the spleen, and 

works wonders for the lungs. Don’t waste it.”. 

Nash could not be bothered to offer further explanations and went back to enjoying his stew. 

After having their fill, the group gathered around the campfire for a chat before preparing for bed. They 

had five tents, all placed close together. Each tent could accommodate two people. Nash slept alone in 

one tent. To ensure that everyone had enough sleep, they all took turns for watch duty with each pair 

taking a two-hour shift. 

Ken and Finn were the first to take the watch and sat by the campfire, chatting. At some point, the 

moon had disappeared behind dark clouds. 

In Melody and Heidi’s tent, Heidi whispered, “Melody, I need to 

“Just go, then.” 

pee.’ 

Melody mumbled sleepily in response to Heidi’s request to go to the bathroom. “But I’m scared,” Heidi 

replied nervously. 

Melody opened her eyes and accompanied Heidi to a nearby grassy area for her to relieve herself. 

 need to relieve herself. She crawled out of the tent and headed toward the same spot where Heidi had 

gone 

 and she was wide awake. Nash smirked and said, “What a coincidence. Are you 

 turned beet red. She quickly pulled up her 

 moment, immediately stood up and asked, 

 head and said, 

 being careless and not 

 in front of a man. Having never been in a romantic relationship before, Melody felt like dying. Even 

though it was 

 would not have hidden 

 how Nash had gone to relieve himself earlier, Xeno 

 Melody quickly ran toward a distant patch of bushes 

 focused and alert. She could immediately detect any movement or sound While in the middle of 



 pair of green eyes were 

 over her skin 

 Profound Reality Realm strength made her a formidable fighter, seeing a creature like that in the middle 

of the night in the wilderness still gave 

 her business and hurried back to the tent. Nash was already sitting by the campfire 

 Melody began 

 don’t blame you,” Nash interrupted with a shameless smile. 

It had been round and lustrous. It was a pity he did not get to see the front. 

“No, it’s not that. I saw a pair of green eyes on the other side,” Melody clarified anxiously. 

Nash glanced at the other side but did not see anything. He chuckled and replied, “Some animals are 

active at night, and their eyes reflect green light under the moon, just like wolves.” Melody shook her 

head. “It looked human, definitely an undead corpse.” 

Nash smiled wryly. “You’re too sensitive. Go back to the tent and rest.” 

Undead corpses thrived by feeding on dark energy. If they were nearby, Nash would surely have sensed 

it. 

It was normal for women to get scared easily. 

Melody thought her eyes had been playing tricks on her too and slowly breathed a sigh of relief. She 

turned around and went back to her tent. 

Nash went back to the campfire and closed his eyes to cultivate. Suddenly, there was a surge of heat 

from the ring on Nash’s hand. He opened his eyes and looked at the ring, only to see a red light 

emanating from it. 

The ring used to shine gold previously when it emitted spiritual energy. A red glow could mean several 

things. 

Nash raised his head and looked across. 

 


